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White Cat lived near a landfill. 
                    He was a loner. 

He had neither family nor friends. He carried all his 
belongings in an old suitcase, which he had found on 
the landfill many years ago.

White Cat ran around the meadow and jumped
into the clump of daisies with their clouds of white. 
He opened his suitcase andbegan rummaging 
through his things. He took a red ball 
of wool out and juggled 
it between his paws. 

A hermit. 

“How entertaining,” he thought to himself 
as his his claws tangled up in the wool 
and he couldn’t get them loose. When he 
finally unravelled his claws from the wool, 
he hurried on.



He jumped over stones and remembered his 
multi-coloured bandana. He opened his suitcase 
and immediately found it. He tied it around his head.

  
he squealed and when his head got dizzy from 
spinning in circles, he collapsed in the middle of 
                                      the meadow. 

“I spin, I spin,
and fall,”I spin

He looked in his suitcase again and pulled 
out a bird’s feather. He tickled his feet with 
it and laughed so hard, tears sprung to his 
eyes. 
          “That tickles, that tickles,” 
           he squealed with laughter and
                       and fell to the ground.



He saw a stream before him. 
He remembered he was carrying 
special skipping stones in his suitcase 
- he could make them skip twelve times. 
     He took one one in his paws and 
       tossed it into the stream, making it skip 
                                           like crazy.

He then noticed his lucky knotted stick in his suitcase. 
He used it to scratch behind his ear and purred:  
                                   “Life is so beautiful.”

he counted, then happily exclaimed:

 “One,  two,  three ...,” 

   “twelve skips.”



He got hungry. He decided to climb up a nearby 
tree. He carried his suitcase with him and took 
out a delicious, but old, cookie.  

“Yum, yum,    it’s so crunchy.”

he licked his lips.

  The moon shone 

 in the sky. White Cat 

 remembered that, not too 

 long ago, an old vagabond had 

    given him an old pair of 

     binoculars. “I will be able to 

       see the moon up close,” 

         he murmured to himself 

          as he rummaged through his 

            suitcase, looking for the 

              binoculars.

But then ... oh, no, 
the suitcase 

fell to the ground 

and all of 

White Cat’s 
belongings 

scattered around. 

He quickly climbed off the 
tree and started gathering
the things that had fallen 
out of the suitcase.



“C-c-can I h-h-help you?” 
he heard behind him. It was 
the soft stammering voice 
of the little Black Cat. 

White Cat knew Black Cat. He had seen 
him before, wandering the streets, but 
had never spoken to him before.  

White Cat zipped through his suitcase 
three times before finally saying: 
“Thank you. I hope we found everything.”

“Yes, please,” politely requested White 
Cat, while he continued to gather his 
things and sort them in his suitcase. 
Black Cat carefully helped and in no 
time at all, all of White Cat’s belongings 
were safe and sound inside the old 
suitcase.

“M-m-me too,” 

replied Black Cat. 



White Cat was about to close the suitcase 
when his claws got caught on the red ball 
of wool. Black Cat immediately rushed over 
to help, but his claws also got caught in 
the wool and soon

both cats were bundled up with red wool all around

them, unable to set themselves free.

   White Cat laughed.  
        Black Cat laughed too.
                “What a ball!” they said to each other. 
        

          

   When they finally managed to unravel themselves  
   from the red threads, White Cat remembered his
   colourful bandana.

White Cat and Black Cat.



“Want to play blind man’s bluff?” he asked Black Cat.
He took the bandana and tied it around Black Cat’s 
eyes.

squealed Black Cat. When he finally got too dizzy, he 
fell onto the grass. White Cat laughed so hard that he 
too fell onto the grass.

White Cat rummaged through his suitcase 
again and pulled out the bird’s feather.

He tickled Black Cat’s feet with it.
             “Th-th-th-at tickles, th-th-th-at tickles,”  
laughed Black Cat and held his tummy. 

Then Black Cat used the feather to tickle White Cat.
               “That tickles, that tickles,”
laughed White Cat and held his tummy. And they 
both laughed so hard, tears began streaming 
down their cheeks.

“I spin, I spin,
and fall,”I spin

White Cat and Black Cat.

White Cat and Black Cat.



White Cat pulled the two special stones out of his 
suitcase, the ones that could skip twelve times 
when thrown into the water. They each threw 
a stone into the water, making it skip.

 “One, two,  three...,” 

counted the two cats and 
happily concluded:

“twelve skips.”

White Cat then noticed his lucky knotted stick inside 
the suitcase. He scratched behind his ear with it. 
Then he passed the stick to Black Cat, who also 
scratched behind his ear with it. 

     And they purred.               

           White Cat and Black Cat.                        
                                “Life is so beautiful.”



The two cats got hungry. 
They decided to climb a nearby 
tree. They dragged the suitcase with 
them and took out of it the delicious,
 but old, cookie. Each cat had a bit.

“Yum, yum,     it’s so crunchy,” 

they licked their lips. 

         
          
                    
Black Cat was thrilled to say as he returned the 
binoculars to White Cat. Both cats gazed at the 
moon for a long time. 

Black Cat realised it was time to say good-bye. He 
climbed down the tree, waved to White Cat, and left. 

The moon shone in the sky. 
White Cat carefully pulled the 

pair of binoculars, which an 
old vagabond had given him not 

too long ago, out of his suitcase.

“I-i-it’s so b-b-big! 

A-a-a-and bright! 

I c-c-can s-s-see it up c-c-close,”

“We will be able to see the moon up close,” 
whispered White Cat and passed his 
                    binoculars to Black Cat.

White Cat and Black Cat.

White Cat and Black Cat.



The next morning, White Cat woke up to the tickling 
of the morning sun’s rays on his nose. He sneezed 
loudly and began rummaging through his 
old suitcase. He found his 

White Cat had gone through all 
his belongings three times already, 
when he finally realised: 

red ball of wool, 

his colourful bandana,  

his bird’s feather, 

the special 
twelve-skip skipping 

stones, 

his lucky 

knotted stick, 

a delicious, but old, cookie, 

the binoculars the 

old vagabond 

had given him... 

Something that was here yesterday.”
“There is something missing! 



He had to find what was missing! 
He backtracked on the path he had 
taken the day before. 

He searched through the grass. 

under the stones, 

in the water

and on the tree.

But he couldn’t findthe thing he was missing ... 



Until... 

he saw the stammering Black Cat in front of him. 
He laughed. He immediately realised what he was 
missing. He ran over to his friend. They opened 
the old suitcase and played and played until the 
giant moon shone in the night sky. It was big 
and bright. 

White Cat and Black Cat.





Sometimes it seems like the best thing is to be left all alone 
in the world, to be left in peace. That way we can play as 
much as we like – just like White Cat, who tangles himself 
up in a ball of wool, tickles his own feet with a feather, and 
skips stones. But, oh, no! One day White Cat has some bad 
luck. A black cat crosses his path. However, Black Cat helps 
White Cat find all of the things he carries around in his old 
suitcase. And what happens then? I’m not telling! If you’d 
like to see and to find out what fun and games White Cat 
and Black Cat get up to, read each and every page of the 
story, then talk about the wonderful pair in it and about  
Adriano Janežič’s exquisite illustrations. Tell it again and 
again. Observe the shape of the lines, the expressions on 
the faces of the two heroes, things that repeat… What 
repeats and why?
 
White Cat. And Black Cat. Happy trails to all of their friends. 
And may they all be like those two cats…

                                                       Igor Saksida Ph.D. 


